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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is concerned with a study of approximation order and construction of 
locally supported elements for the space SI(A) of C 1 quartic pp (piecewise polynomial) functions 
on a triangulation A of a connected polygonal domain ~ in R 2. It is well known that, when A is a 
three-directional mesh A (z), the order of approximation fS~ (A (1)) is only 4, not 5. Though a local 
Clough-Tocher refinement procedure of an arbitrary triangulation A yields the optimal (fifth) order 
of approximation from the space S~(A) (see [1]), it needs more data points in addition to the vertex 
set of the triangulation A. In this paper, we will introduce aparticular mixed three-directional mesh 
A (3) and construct so-called mixed three-directional elements. We prove that the space $41(A (3)) 
achieves its optimal-order of approximation by constructing an interpolation scheme using mixed 
three-directional elements. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Approximat ion rder, B-net representation, Bivariate splines, Interpolation, Trian- 
gulation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~ C R 2 be a connected polygonal domain and A an arbitrary tr iangulation of ~. As usual, 
S~(A) denotes the subspace of the space Cr (~)  of pp ( :=  piecewise polynomial) functions with 
total degree < k over the partit ion A. The approximation rder of S~(A) is the largest integer p 
for which 
dist(f ,  S~(A)) _< cIInPfll [AlP 
holds for all sufficiently smooth functions f ,  where the constant C depends only on k and the 
smallest angle in A. Here, IA[ := sup{diamT : T E A} denotes the mesh-size of A, i.e., the 
maximum of the diameters of the triangles in A. The function in S~(A) is also called polynomial 
spline (or spline for short) with degree k and smoothness r.
It is now well known, that  the approximation order of S~(A) is full, i.e., k + 1 if k > 3r + 2 as 
shown in [2,3]. For k < 3r + 1, the optimal approximation order of k + 1 cannot be achieved in 
general. For instance, when k = 3 and r = 1, it was shown in [4] that  the approximation order of 
the space S~(A) is only 3 for the three-direction mesh A0) .  In general, de Boor and J ia proved 
in [5] that  if k ~_ 3r + 1 and A is the three-direction mesh A (1), the order of approximation of 
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Figure 1. A mixed three-directional p tch. 
the space S~(A (1)) is at most k. To achieve the optimal (fifth) order approximation from the 
space S I(A) of C 1 quartic spline functions on a triangulation A, a so-called local Clough-Tocher 
refinement procedure of an arbitrary triangulation A is introduced by Chui and Hong in [1]. 
There, some triangles are subdivided, by using an interior point (such as the centroid of the 
triangle), into three subtriangles. Therefore, some new data points in addition to the vertex set 
of the triangulation A are needed. In this paper, we introduce a so-called mixed three-directional 
patch (see Figure 1) and define a particular three-directional mesh A (3), and then consider the 
approximation property of the space $1(A(3)). Compactly supported basis functions, which 
are called mixed three-directional elements, for the space S~(A (3)) are constructed and the fact 
that the space SI(A (3)) has optimal-order of approximation is proved. We will also construct 
an explicit interpolation scheme by using the mixed three-directional elements to achieve this 
optimal-order of approximation. Therefore, the mixed three-directional mesh A (3) is better than 
three-directional mesh in the sense that the corresponding spline space has higher order of ap- 
proximation, and also the mixed three-directional mesh A (3) is better than local refinements in
the sense that the C 1 quartic spline space achieves the optimal approximation order by using a 
fewer number of data sites in the interpolation. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall B-net representation a d 
smoothness conditions of splines. Also, we will introduce mixed three-directional patch and define 
the mixed three-directional mesh A (3). In Section 3, we construct a local basis for the spline space 
S~ (A(3)). Such a kind of local basis functions will be called mixed three-directional elements. An 
explicit scheme of Hermite interpolation from the space S41(A (3)) that provides the optimal-order 
(fifth) of approximation will be discussed in Section 4. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
For a given triangulation A of a polygonal domain ~ C R 2, we need the following notations: 
V: the set of all vertices in A, 
VI: the set of all interior vertices in A, 
Vb := V \ VI: the set of all boundary vertices in A, 
E: the collection of all edges in A, 
Ez: the collection of all interior edges in A. 
If ej_ 1, ej, ej+l are three consecutive edges with a common vertex v, then the edge ej is called 
degenerate with respect o v, provided that the two edges ej-1 and ej+l are collinear. 
For a vertex v in the triangulation A, the degree of v, denoted by deg(v), is the number of edges 
emanating from v. For any two vertices u, v c A, a sequence of edges connecting u and v is called 
a uv-path. The number of edges from the shortest uv-path is called the distance of u and v, 
denoted by dist(u, v). A rectangle with northeast diagonal is called a NE-rectangle. Similarly, a 
rectangle with northwest diagonal is called a NW-rectangle. For a triangulation A, if it consists 
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of NE- and NW-rectangles, we may call A a mixed three-directional partition. We will look for 
a mixed three-directional mesh A (3) for optimal-order of approximation from S~(A(3)). The set 
of vertices with distance to a NE-rectangle (NW-rectangle) equals ~ is called ~ ring around the 
NE-rectangle (NW-rectangle). 
The triangulation of a hexagon as shown in Figure 1 is called a mixed three-directional patch. 
Such a defined three-directional patch has a NW-rectangle in the center. Except the vertices of 
the NW-rectangle, there are vertices in 1-ring and 2-ring around the NW-rectangle. We will show 
that the mixed three-directional mesh A (3) formed by union of mixed three-directional patches 
gives optimal-order of approximation from SI (A(3)). For this purpose, we first give a very brief 
review of the B-net representation f splines (more details can be found in [6,7]). Recall that for 
any positive integer k, a Bernstein-B~zier polynomial basis of degree k is given by 
(,:,),o O~ ~- (0/1,0~1,0~2) E Z 3,  Io:l :---- OLO -l- 0:1 -~- 012 ---- ~, 
where ~ = (~0, ~t, ~2) is the barycentric ordinate of x with respect o some triangle 7 = [u, v, w] 
and 
OOOLO2 C =~0 ~1 ~2 ' ~kOL ; --OL0[Oll!O~2[" 
The points 
1 (C~OU + OZlV -1- O~2W) loll --~ k 
are usually called domain points of the triangle T and the set of all domain points on A will be 
denoted by X. For each function s E S°(A), let 
I~l=k 
Then, the map 
bs E N X : x~,r  --* b~,r, I l=k, (1) 
is called the B-net representation f s. It is well known that to each triangle T C A, the matrix 
(B~,~(x~,~))l~l=k, IN=k 
is invertible. Thus, the linear system 
( 1, C~ 
E ca,TBZ,r(XT,~) = 5~,~ := 
I~l=k "0 '  a¢3 ,  
has a unique solution. 
Since this linear system depends only on the barycentric coordinates ofx . . . .  the solution {c~,z }
is independent of T. Let [-] denote the point-evaluation functional, namely 
[x.,.]f := 
Then, it is well known (see [8]) that the functionals 
L~,~:= E c",7[x~,~]' aEZ 3, ta l=k  
Ixl=k 
form a dual basis of {Ba,r, [a[ = k} in the sense of 
L~,~B~,r = 5,,~, lal = I~1 = k. 
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Furthermore, there is a positive constant Ck, depending only on the degree k, such that 
[[L,,,[[:= sup [[L~,,f[[~ = max [c~,z[ < Ck, (2) 
lWllo~=l I~l--k -- 
for a E Z~_, la[ = k. From (2) and the fact that bs(x~,~) = La,~s, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If s 6 S°(A) and b8 E R x is the B-net representation of s, then 
[[s[[oo _< [[bs[[~ _< CkiIsi]oo. 
Now, let T = [U, V, W] and ~ = [u, v, ~] be two triangles in A with common edge e = [u, v]. 
Also, let (Cl, c2, c3) denote the barycentric oordinates of ~ with respect o T. Then, it is well 
known that the CLsmoothness conditions across the edge e for s E S~ (A) are determined by the 
relation 
b~,+e3,~ = clba+el,~ + c2b~+e2,~ + c3b~+eS,~, (3) 
where a = (au ,a , ,0 )  G Z~_ with au + av = 3, e l ,  e 2, and e 3 denote the standard unit vectors 
in R a, b~,T = bs(xa,r) is the B-net representation f s as defined in (1), and ci, i = 1, 2, 3, are the 
barycentric oordinates of ~ with respect o T, i.e., 
area[~, v, w] area[u, zb, w] area[u, v, zb] 
Cl = area[u, v, w]' c2 = area[u, v, w]' c3 = area[u, v, w]" (4) 
A  OCAL BASIS OF SPAC  
A subset P of domain points will be called a determining set of the space S~(A), if and only 
if every s E S~(A) is identically zero whenever its B-net representation bs vanishes on P. Such 
a determining set P is called a minimally determining set if there is no determining set with 
fewer elements. Clearly, 7 ) is a determining set for S~(A), if and only if the linear map s H bslp, 
defined on S~(A), is one-one; also P is a minimally determining set for S~(A), if and only if this 
one-one linear map is also onto. To construct a local basis of the space 81(A(3))~ we introduce 
the following notation. 
For any triangle V = [U,V,W] G A with a given vertex u E V, we define, following [9], the set 
X~,r = {x~,~ : a~ = k - n}, 
of domain points on T E A associated with the vertex u. In addition, for any u E V, we will call 
R~= Uxu~,~={x~,~:a~,=k-n ,  TEA} 
r~u 
the n th ring around u. The corresponding n th disk around u is defined by 
Dun= 0R~={xa,T :au>_k-n ,  TEA}.  
j=O 
Next, we introduce the notation of some subsets Yk ~, u E V, as follows. 
(A) Let n = 0, 1. For each u E V, we choose a triangle T = [U, V, W] attached to u and define 
y n.  M n . -  (5 )  
(B) Letn=2.  
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(i) If u E Vb, then we define 
(6) 
where Eu denotes the collection of all edges with common vertex u ~ V. 
(ii) For any interior vertex u E VI in a 2-ring around an NW-rectangle, we choose any 
one edge ec -- [u, v] E Eu that connects to a vertex v in 1-ring of the NW-rectangle. 
For any interior vertex u E VI in a 1-ring around any NW-rectangle, we choose one 
edge ec = [u, v] E Eu that connects to a vertex v of the NW-rectangle. 
Let Ec  denote the collection of all such edges ec. Then, we may define 
e~ec, eEE,, 
(7) 
(iii) If u E VI is a vertex of a NW-rectangle, then we define 
. -R~ e . 
e u 
(8) 
Finally, we set 
2 
v2:= UY:,  ev. (9) 
n=0 
Let xc  denote the midpoint of the edge ec and define 
(lo) 
Then, we will see that 7 ~ is a minimally determining set for the space $1(A(3)), as follows. 
THEOREM 1. For each b : P ~-* R, there exists a unique g E SI(A(3)), such that the B-net 
representation bg of g satisfies 
bg[p = b. 
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For any u E V, the set P2 u defined in (9) uniquely determines those functions in 
S~(A (3)) that have identical B-net ordinates on D~. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that the B-net bs vanishes on D 2 whenever it vanishes on p2. 
For a boundary vertex u E Vb, this follows by the smoothness condition (3) directly. 
Now, suppose that u is either in 1-ring or 2-ring around an NW-rectangle. Since 7 ~2 contains 
three noncollinear points in D[,  bs must be zero on D~ according to the Cl-smoothness condition. 
It  is easy to see that by the smoothness condition and the fact that ec is nondegenerate with 
respect o u, the remaining the B-net ordinates in R 2 are also zero. 
For any vertex u of an NW-rectangle, it follows by the smoothness condition that the zero bs 
values on T 2 force all of the bs values on D 1 to be zero. By the explicit expression (4) of the 
coefficients in terms of the ratios of (signed) areas in the smoothness condition (3), it is easy 
to verify that the coefficient matrix for the remaining unknowns is nonsingular (actually, the 
determinant is 2). Therefore, all the other B-net ordinates on D 2 must also be zero. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. I 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It is easy to see that there are (3 + deg(u)) points in p2 for a non- 
singular interior vertex u and (4 + deg(v)) points in 7)~ for a boundary vertex v. The fact that 
~-~vey deg(v) : 2[E I and the midpoint of each edge counted twice in Uuey 7~u 2 implies 
IP I : 3]VI[ + 4IVb I + [El : d ims  1 (A(3)) . 
The second equality is because of the general low bound formula given by Schumaker [10]. Thus, 
if we can prove that P is a determining set for S~ (A (3)), then 7 ) must be a minimally determining 
set of SI(A(3)). For this purpose, let us arrange the vertices in V in an appropriate order, and 
extend the B-net ordinates bg from b as follows. 
(i) For any boundary vertex u, we determine the bg values on all the domain points in D 2 
from the given values on P by Lemma 2. 
(ii) For every interior vertex u in 2-ring of an NW-rectangle, by Lemma 2, we can determine 
the b 9 values on all the domain points in D~ from the given values on 7 ). 
(iii) For each interior vertex u in 1-ring of an NW-rectangle, by using the b 9 values on 
UeeE,, R2u M e are either given, or else, are determined in (i) or (ii), and by Lemma 2, 
the bg values on all the domain points in D~ can be determined. 
(iv) The remaining vertices are now all the vertices of NW-rectangles. From (i), (ii), (iii), 
and the choice of y2, we see that all the middle points of the edges have been uniquely 
determined. Therefore, by Lemma 2, it is clear that the bg values are uniquely determined 
on all the domain points in Du 2. 
We see that bg satisfies Cl-smoothness condition on D2u. Since [P[ -- dim $41(A(3)), it is also clear 
that such an extension is unique. This completes the proof of the theorem. I 
Theorem 1 implies that 7 ) is a minimally determining set of $41(A(3)). Let 
and write 
d:= d ims 1 (A (3)) 
P = {x l , . . . , xd}  c x .  
Also, let {bl , . . . ,  bd} C ~x be the "dual" of P, defined by the following: 
(i) bi(xj) = 5ij, i , j  = 1, . . . ,d ,  and 
(ii) for each x E X \ 7 ), hi(x) is uniquely determined by the smoothness condition (3) and the 
procedure described in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let si E S~(A (3)) with B-net representation bi, i = 1,. . .  ,d. Then, {Sl , . . . ,  Sd} is a basis of 
A basis function is called a mixed three-directional element if its support is no larger than a 
union of three mixed three-directional patches. For the basis functions constructed above, we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. The basis { s l , . . . ,  Sd } of $41(A (3)) defined as above is a locally supported basis. 
Furthermore, s~, i = 1,...  ,d are mixed three-directional e ements. 
PROOF. Following the procedure described in the proof of Theorem 1, the bi values of si are 
uniquely determined on X. We divide our discussion into three cases. 
(i) Let u be a vertex of a NW-rectangle. For any xi E P N D~, it is clear that supp(si) is no 
larger than the mixed three-directional patch, since bi -- 0 outside of 1-ring of the NW-rectangle. 
If xi E P M R2u, then supp(s~) is no larger than the mixed three-directional patch, since b~ -- 0 
outside of 2-ring of the NW-rectangle. 
(ii) Let u be a vertex in a 1-ring of a NW-rectangle. For any xi E P M D~, it is clear that 
supp(si) is no larger than the mixed three-directional patch, since bi = 0 outside of 2-ring of the 
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NW-rectangle. If xi E PNR 2 and xi is inside the 1-ring of the NW-rectangle, then supp(s~) is no 
larger than a mixed three-directional patch, since bi = 0 outside of 2-ring of the NW-rectangle. 
If xi E 7 ~ N R2~ and xi is outside the 1-ring of the NW-rectangle, then depending on the location 
of vertices in 2-ring of the NW-rectangle, the support of corresponding basis function si could be 
included in the union of two neighboring mixed three-directional patches or three mixed three- 
directional patches. In fact, we assume that xi is a domain point in a triangle [u, v, w] and let v be 
a vertex in 2-ring of the NW-rectangle that connects to a vertex u in 1-ring of the NW-rectangle. 
Then, v shares with at most two mixed three-directional patches. If v is a vertex sharing with 
another two mixed three-directional patches, then supp(si) is no larger than the union of these 
three mixed three-directional patches with v as a common vertex. If v is a vertex sharing with 
another mixed three-directional patch, then supp(si) is no larger than the union of these two 
mixed three-directional patches with v as a common vertex. If v is a vertex sharing with no 
other mixed three-directional patches, then supp(si) is no larger than the mixed three-directional 
patch. In any of the cases, si is a mixed three-directional element. 
(iii) Now, suppose u is in a 2-ring of an NW-rectangle. Then, u shares at most with two mixed 
three-directional patches. If u is a vertex sharing with another two mixed three-directional 
patches, then supp(si) is no larger than the union of these three mixed three-directional patches 
with u as a common vertex. If u is a vertex sharing with another mixed three-directional patch, 
then supp(s~) is no larger than the union of these two mixed three-directional patches with u as 
a common vertex. If u is a vertex sharing with no other mixed three-directional patches, then 
supp(si) is no larger than the mixed three-directional patch. Therefore, s~ is always a mixed 
three-directional element. 
In summary, for any xi E 9,  its corresponding basis function si E Sal(A (3)) has support no 
larger than a union of three mixed three-directional patches. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. | 
4. INTERPOLATION SCHEME AND ITS 
APPROXIMATION POWER 
In this section, we construct an explicit interpolation scheme to prove that the space S~ (/k (3)) 
achieves its optimal approximation order. Since the minimally determining set :P contains the 
domain points in X~,~, n -- 0, 1 for each u E V and some triangle T attached to u, the interpolation 
scheme can be chosen to interpolate the function values as well as gradient values of a given 
f E C1(~) at each sample point, as follows. 
Interpolation Scheme 
STEP 1. For each vertex u E V, let T = [U, V, W] be the corresponding triangle associated with Y~, 
n -~ 0, 1, and p~ the Hermite polynomial that interpolates f at the vertex u on z, that is, 
pu(u) = f (u ) ,  Dipu(u) =DJ (u ) ,  i = 1,2, 
where D1 and D2 denote the directional derivatives along the directions el = v -u  and e2 -- w-u .  
Consider the B-net representation 
Pu = ~ bp~,(x,~,r)B,~,r 
I,~r=k 
and set 
bg(x) = bp (x), xer , n=O,  1. 
STEP 2. Choosing bg(x ) = bp~(x), x E Y~ in the order as described in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we determine the remaining bg values on X \ P by applying the smoothness condition (3). 
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Denote by T, the linear operator obtained by the interpolation scheme 
T: f~g,  fECl(A(3)). (11) 
Prom the construction and the choice of the determining set P, we see that T is well-defined. 
For a triangle 7 E A (3) with vertex u, v and w, we define a neighborhood ~(~-) of T as the 
union of mixed three-directionM patches that share at least one vertex with 7. It can be seen 
that ~t(T) is at most the union of three neighboring mixed three-directionM patches. Then, we 
have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. The linear operator T defined in (11) satisfies 
(i) Tp = p for any polynomial p E 7r4, and 
(ii) IITfl.l loo ___ CJlfln(r)lloo. 
PROOF. The first part of the lemma is obvious by the construction of the operator T. The 
supports of the basis functions ~, i = 1, . . . ,  d of S~(A (3)) satisfy 
supp(s~) C f~(7), for some r E A (3), 
from the proof of Theorem 2. Let g(x) = T f (x )  := ~ i  cisi(x), x E T, T E A (3). According to 
Theorem 2, we have si(x) # 0 only if the corresponding domain point xi lies in ft(T). Moreover, 
by Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we have IIsill < Cmaxyen(T)n p Ibs~(y)l = C. Prom the definition 
of si, we have 
ci = bg(x~), xi E 7 ~. 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
ITf(x)ll _< C max Ibg(x)l N CIIg(x)la(T)ll < CIIfla<~lloo, x~(r)nP X E T E A (3). 
The last inequality holds because g]T is a Hermite interpolation polynomial on each triangle 
T E A (3) and we can prove from the B-net representation that such an operator (on 7) is bounded 
from above by a constant independent of the shape of T (see [3] for example). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. | 
We are now in a position to prove the following main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3. The linear operator T defined in (11) has the optimal (fifth) order of approximation, 
that is, 
IiTf - fl] <- C f(s) A(3) 5 f E C 5 ( t (3 ) )  . (12) 
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Consequently, 
d is t ( f ,  S41(A(3)))  <C f(5) A(3) 5, f ECS(A(3) ) ,  
where IA(3)I is the mesh size of A (3). 
PROOF. For any fixed T E A (3) and any fixed x E ~-, let f E Ch(A  (3)) and consider a po lynomial  
p E 7r4 that  interpolates f at  x 
p(x) = f (x ) .  (13) 
Then for all y E f~(T), we have 
If(Y)-P(Y)I -< C f(5) A(3) 5, (14) 
where C is an absolute constant. By applying (13), Lemma 3, and (14) consecutively, it follows 
that 
I f (x ) -  Tf(x)l = IT ( f -p ) (x ) [  < Cl ] ( f -p )  c f(5) A(3) 5. 
Since this inequality holds for any x E A (3), we have 
liT f -  fll < C f(5) A(3) 5. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. | 
REMARK 1. For a four-directional mesh A (2), Dahmen and Micchelli in [11] proved that the 
space S~(A (2)) arrives at the optimal approximation order 5. In comparison, the mixed three- 
directional mesh using the data only at the intersections ofrectangle lines and the optimal-order 5 
can also be achieved by the space $41 (A(3)). Therefore, the mixed three-directional mesh is also 
better than four-directional mesh in this point. 
REMARK 2. It will be very interesting and useful in applications to find what type of mixed three- 
directional mesh that can make the cubic spline spaces achieve optimal-order of approximation. 
The discussion of this problem by using some new formulations of smoothness conditions of 
bivariate cubic splines in [12] will appear somewhere else. 
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